Founded in 1958, Northern Lights, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of marine-diesel generators, Lugger propulsion engines and Technicold marine systems. The company’s products are distributed through a global sales and service network to over 40 countries. Northern Lights manufactures a line of rugged Lugger propulsion engines, 40 to 525 Horsepower. Proven in commercial fishing boats, high-mileage trawlers and high-performance yachts, Northern Lights products provide unmatched quality and reliability.
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NORTHERN LIGHTS, INC.
4420 NW 14th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98107
Toll Free: 1-800-762-0165
info@northern-lights.com

www.northern-lights.com/hybrid
Northern Lights’ Hybrid Marine system provides clean, reliable power with world class components. Based on a tested, reliable Lugger propulsion engine and traction generator, energy is held in a series of battery packs and metered through a power control system. The traction motor provides power to the prop, while energy is stored for its most efficient usage. Available in 3 phase, 60 or 50 Hz configurations, the amount of power produced and stored can be customized to fit a myriad of marine applications.

Because its world class components are fully scalable, the Northern Lights Hybrid Marine system provides far greater flexibility in engine room layout. It will run not only as a standard electric propulsion system, but can be upgraded into an auxiliary power kit to provide all of the ship’s service AC power without the waste and pollution associated with underloading. The hybrid system can even be outfitted for accessory power to run the thrusters and winches common on modern yachts.

The entire package is designed to be clean, quiet, and environmentally responsible, reducing both energy waste and fuel costs as soon as it is installed.

Optimized Engine Performance - • The engine operates at its optimal fuel curve at all times. The system helps ensure that load demand is met without over or underloading your ship’s power supply. • Maximum fuel efficiency. • Eliminates wet stacking. • Reduces engine usage. • Designed for continuous duty operation. • Reduces sound signature. • Proven reliability.

Optimized Components - • Reliable, durable, simple to use. propulsion from a trusted name in marine manufacturing. • Proven hybrid components with millions of trouble-free operational hours of service. • Sealed electric components require no service with substantially reduced maintenance requirements. • Modular component replacement if needed.

Clean Operation - • Meeting or exceeding all current emission standards, Lugger and hybrid technology ensure minimal impact to the environment. • The system permits you to run all of the ship service load and propulsion without engine operation, for quiet, fuel saving operation.

Flexible Architecture - • Design the system for electric propulsion only, for electric propulsion with ship board power, or to power all of your vessel’s equipment and machinery. • The traction motor fixes to the propeller, but all other components can be located where they best suit the operator’s needs.

Reliable Performance - • Marine propulsion from a trusted name in the industry, packaged with the state of the art in proven hybrid technology for unmatched durability. • All of the operational devices will fit into existing vessel control systems, providing increased precision and accuracy.

Fuel Efficient - • Tested in harsh on-road environments, where continuous duty is the norm, the hybrid marine system has saved 10 million gallons of diesel fuel.